
依人遠端操作電腦之目的，總有

SSH (Secure Shell)

This is the home page for the SSH (Secure Shell) protocol, software, and related information.

SSH is a software package that enables secure system administration and �le transfers over

insecure networks. It is used in nearly every data center, in every larger enterprise.

This page is maintained by the inventor of SSH, Tatu Ylonen (twitter: @tjssh). He wrote ssh-1.x

and ssh-2.x, and still works on related topics. The open source OpenSSH implementation is

based on his free version.
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終端機不足之時，以及 ssh -XY 無法使用的情事。故有

VNC (Virtual Network Computing)

Sometimes it is not convenient to work directly on the Raspberry Pi. Maybe you would like to

work on it from another device by remote control.

VNC is a graphical desktop sharing system that allows you to remotely control the desktop

interface of one computer (running VNC Server) from another computer or mobile device

(running VNC Viewer). VNC Viewer transmits the keyboard and either mouse or touch events

to VNC Server, and receives updates to the screen in return.

You will see the desktop of the Raspberry Pi inside a window on your computer or mobile

device. You’ll be able to control it as though you were working on the Raspberry Pi itself.

VNC Connect from RealVNC is included with Raspbian. It consists of both VNC Server, which

allows you to control your Raspberry Pi remotely, and VNC Viewer, which allows you to

control desktop computers remotely from your Raspberry Pi should you want to.

之興也。然而特定 VNC 伺服器，往往得用相容 VNC 客戶端連接，終究不方便呦？因此作者

喜吃酪梨醬哩！



Apache Guacamole (incubating)

Apache Guacamole is a clientless remote desktop gateway. It supports standard protocols like

VNC, RDP, and SSH.

We call it clientless because no plugins or client software are required.

Thanks to HTML5, once Guacamole is installed on a server, all you need to access your

desktops is a web browser.

但是舊的教程︰

[TUTORIAL] Jetty and Guacamole

Angelus88

Tue Mar 04, 2014 9:35 am

This �rst post was edited because I’ve �nally wrote the tutorial to use Guacamole with Jetty.

You will �nd it just some posts ahead!  Or here.

碰上新的環境、新的軟體︰

Apache Guacamole (incubating)



HTML5 Clientless Remote Desktop
Brought to you by: zhangmaike

Looking for the latest version? Download Instructions (721 Bytes)

Home / current / source

NAME MODIFIED SIZE DOWNLOADS /
WEEK

STATUS

PARENT FOLDER

GUACAMOLE-CLIENT-0.9.13-
INCUBATING.TAR.GZ

2017-08-01 5.8 MB 32 i

GUACAMOLE-SERVER-0.9.13-
INCUBATING.TAR.GZ

2017-08-01 862.9
kB

93 i

GUACAMOLE-CLIENT-0.9.12-
INCUBATING.TAR.GZ

2017-04-02 1.7 MB 0 i

GUACAMOLE-SERVER-0.9.12-
INCUBATING.TAR.GZ

2017-04-02 851.8
kB

210 i

一時火花四濺，焉知是否可行耶？？

一路跌跌撞撞，祇是勇往直前乎！！



抵達後寫此安裝誌，以為來者笑矣⊙




